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TO: the PEC Integrity Commissioner, members of the PEC Police Services Board and the
Public Safety Minister of Canada

Freemasonare are in nearly every community in Canada. Some municipal councilors, members
of the provincial and federal governments along with several professional service providers, all
of whom are bound to a code of ethics, are in obligation to the masonic fraternity, a clandestine
entity that acts as a shadow government in Canada. .

It’s not only Freemasons who act as a shadow government, the Governor General of Canada
actually facilitates a shadow government that’s inline with the Roman Cahtolic Church. The
Governor General is the prior of the Most Venerable Order of St. John in Canada which
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connects to the Sovereign Military Order of Malta, an order under Papal protection. Additionally,
the Order of the Garter, which one can not join unless being ‘of the blood’ and operates in the
Canadian parliament through the Usher of the Black Rod. Please see more information about
the Crown, the Roman Catholic Church, Protestant churches, clandestine orders and the
resulting religious tyranny and global oppression.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1w9btIOa-Kdti76Cp1GQw2wZiUwKd7t2H/view?usp=sharing

The Crown itself is an obscure entity. The Canada.ca website states that:
“In Canada’s system of government, the power to govern is vested in the Crown but is entrusted
to the government to exercise on behalf and in the interest of the people. The Crown reminds
the government of the day that the source of the power to govern rests elsewhere and that it is
only given to them for a limited duration.”
https://www.canada.ca/en/canadian-heritage/services/crown-canada/about.html

Wikipedia tells us that the Crown is the legal - not natural - person of Queen Elizabeth II. Yet,
the Supreme Court of Canada says that the concept of natural, legal, juridical and corporate
persons is a bunch of malarkey, pseudo-law. So, is the Crown an unlawful entity or is the
Supreme Court wrong in its interpretation of pseudo-law and thereby subsequently oppressing
the rights of the people of Canada?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Crown
https://www.canlii.org/en/commentary/doc/2020CanLIIDocs498

When persons in obligation to clandestine third-parties also serve in the government or trusted
positions within the public service sector, an immediate conflict of interest is generated. Where
the masonic fraternity and the Roman Catholic Church, alike, are alleged to be criminal
organizations, public servants and professionals who are bound to a code of ethics in their
professional duties can not be aligned with such criminality.

As far as oaths go, a person can’t effectively serve two masters, so to speak. Beyond being
unlawful, intentionally serving the public with a conflict of interest is subsequently sneaky,
unethical and deceitful!

Canada’s Integrity Commissioner, has been informed about the conflict of interest issue in
Canada. In fact, I’ve explained to the Office of the Integrity Commissioner that I’m alleging that
treason and crimes against humanity are occurring in Canada. The Office of the Integrity
Commissioner was also informed about potential corruption within Canada’s public health
agencies,the military, the judiciary, the CRA and the public and civil service sectors in general.

The Canadian Military Provost Marshal, the Judge Advocate General and the Directorate of
Special Examinations and Inquiries have been informed of clandestine agents infiltrating the
military for what appears to be a current potential takeover by NATO forces at this time.
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Subsequently, the Canadian Federation of Municipalities and the Canadian Premiers have been
notified that the people of Canada will be responding to the corruption and resulting treason in
Canada through community action campaigns in municipalities throughout Canada.

None of those parties have responded to my correspondence which I consider to be a form of
silent acquiescence, and a subsequent form of collusion to evade accountability among the
addressed parties

With that being said, corruption is obvious and out of control nearly everywhere in Canada, but I
know, beyond any doubt, that said corruption is heavily concentrated in the Bay of Quinte area
in Ontario, Canada. According to my direct experience the government, particular service
providers and several public service agents in Prince Edward County are corrupt to the core!

Prince Edward County is a proud Masonic community where the history of a masonic shadow
government is evident and still thriving to this day. In fact, John A. Macdonald, himself a
Masonic Knight Templar, is still celebrated among the so-called elite individuals and families in
Prince Edward County. At the same time, there is heavy influence by the United Empire
Loyalists, the Orange Order, etc..

On a personal level, I’ve been severely oppressed by a so-called elite circle of friends and
families in Prince Edward County for nearly two decades now. My own persecution began
because I advocated for children abused by the criminal child protection agencies in Canada.

It was presbyterian ministers and the Presbyterian church in Canada who directly oppressed me
and alienated me away ffrom my community when I was trying to expose that children were
being sexually assualted in the foster care sytem. Instead of helping me to expose the abuse, a
prominent presbyterina minister, Lynne Donovan, partnered up with the very abusers who were
responsible, the Children’s Aid Society, and launched her ‘Reaching for Rainbows’ program, a
program for ‘at risk’ females only, akin to the masonic rainbows program for older girls.

I’ve come to learn that the Protestant churches are just as corrupt as the Roman Catholic
Church. They’re all purporting the covenants of yahweh and the notion of a special
chosen-people, elite status where those who aren’t ‘of the blood’ are considered to be useless
animals, unworthy of human rights and decency, much less any say in their own governance.

At any rate, my advocacy efforts paid off when several foster parents were sentenced to prison
for sexually abusing foster children, the Prince Edward County Children’s Aid Society became
defunct and the Exectuive Director was eventually charged with ten criminal charges for the role
that he played in the extremely controversial scandal. Still, professionals in the community
continue to oppress me for whatever reason(s).

The OPP, in my direct experience, act as puppet thugs for the so-called elite circle of friends
who have been oppressing me and my family. Several OPP officers in Prince Edward County



have criminally colluded with members of the community to cause me and my family members
harm of various sorts and degrees.

A few years ago, my grandfather was murdered by my extended family members, in collusion
with alleged professional service providers in my community. In fact, Heather Campbell, a
current member of the Police Services Board, should know exactly what I’m talking about here. I
tried to hold Heather accountable for the role that she played in the terribly unjust ordeal,
however, nothing ever came of my efforts to gain accountability through the Prince Edward
Family Health Team/Network. .

In fact, it’s been the members of the Prince Edward County Family Health Team/Network that
have directly aided in the demise of my health and my subsequent medical oppression. In my
own case, medical doctors have not networked to keep me alive or to improve my life in any
way, instead networking to discount me as a lunatic and to subsequently kill me off in some way,
shape or form.

Nevertheless; I subsequently attempted to hold the OPP accountable for the role that they were
adversely playing in my life and in the death of my grandfather through the Office of the
Independent Police Review Director. Unfortunately, the Police Review turned out to be just as
useless as the rest of the corruptly designed oversight mechanisms in Canada. Alas, my quest
for professional accountability was quashed, again.

At any rate, just last year, the Prince Edward County Building Department condemned the
house on the property that I own in Prince Edward County. I responded to the Order issued by
Carol Ryan, claiming that I was being oppressed by a circle of so-called friends in Prince
Edward County and that I felt that the order to condemn my home was inline with that
oppression. I subsequently informed Carol Ryan that any further action against my property will
be met with a legal response and that trespassers are liable for up to 2.4 million dollars for
violating my rights.

Although the order to condemn my home still hangs on the front of the house for all the world to
see, Carol Ryan refuses to communicate with me. It’s been a year now. It’s a most unusual and
ridiculous situation.

I recently informed the Prince Edward County Mayor and municipal Council about my
allegations of clandestine agents at work in the municipal government and I’m still waiting on a
response.

I expect that I’ll continue to wait for a response. In my experience, when corruption is identified
and called out in Canada, the parties being called out rarely respond to the allegations. Instead,
the cowards tend to sit in silent collusion. It’s quite shameful and immoral, in all reality.

This is the reason that I’m moving on, now, to request the cooperation of the Integrity
Commissioner, the Police Services Board of Prince Edward County and the Public Safety



minister of Canada (formerly known as the Solicitor General of Canada). Picton will be
experiencing an increase in public protests and social unrest very soon I’d expect.

The people there seem to be waking to see just how corrupt their government is and, according
to social media posts, the population there is becoming quite disgruntled with the municipal
tyranny. It’s literally becoming an ‘us’ against ‘them’ scenario in Prince Edward County. Those
who are facilitating the corruption in Prince Edward county will be called out from the shadows
and brought to account by the people of that municipality! Enough is most certainly enough!

On one hand; quite frankly I’m justifiably concerned that some of the addressees of this
particular correspondence, are, themselves, in obligation to clandestine third-parties. On the
other hand, despite said concern, I’m attempting to take the next logical step on my quest for
government accountability. I’ll keep going down the line of accountability and, in this way,
clandestine agents will be identified through a cohesively revealing  process, sooner or later.

If any of the addressed recipients of this correspondence are clandestine agents, I expect, and
subsequently request, their immediate declaration of such or their immediate resignation from
their professional duties. If not a clandestine agent in breach of their code of ethics and not
otherwise generating a conflict of interest in their professional duties, I insist on a prompt and
impartial response to my clearly stated allegations  Simply stated, the people of Prince Edward
County need to know what team the addressed parties of this communication are batting for, so
to speak.

The matters of a corrupt municipal government; the subsequent oppression that I’ve personally
experienced, along with so many others in my hometown, must, finally, be acknowledged and
reconciled. I’ve been reduced to almost nothing, barely alive, just clinging to life some days. I’ve
been forced to live in the most horrendous conditions while those who know about my peril
laugh or look the other way.

I’ve been left to starve and to fend for myself in the most humiliating, difficult circumstances.
Still, what hasn’t killed me has made me stronger in many ways. I will persevere,  no matter how
terrible I might feel on any given day, to deal with the corruption that’s coming for all that I hold
dear in life. I will not lay down and die nor will I shrink from what I feel to be a moral duty in
exposing the epic corruption that’s taken over Canada.

It’s imperative, from my perspective, to assess the level of influence, if any, that the Masonic
fraternity and other clandestine orders have on the municipal government. Influencing municipal
officers is illegal in Canada, as we all know or ought to know. (S, 123 Municipal Corruption and
influencing municipal officer, 120 bribery of officers, 465 Conspiracy, 52 Sabotage, 59 Sedition,
83.01 Terrorism, 431 attacks, 426 secret commissions, 429 willfully causing an event to happen,
420 Mischief, etc)

On another note, I wish to inform the addressed recipients of this correspondence about the
campaign that I’m currently launching as I make my return to Prince Edward County. I fully



intend to peacefully remove clandestine agents, such as Freemasons, from the municipal
government, judiciary and police department by enforcing existing legislation and equity
maxims. I’ll be encouraging others across Canada to take similar action.

Let there be no doubt that Canada’s child protection agencies are criminal. These
unaccountable agencies and their terrorist agents, often referred to as child protection workers
or unregistered social workers, are causing incalcuable and irreversable harm to Canadian
children while, all too often, subsequently destroying their family units.

Overwhelming, undeniable evidence indicates that children who receive services of any sort
from these unaccountable criminal corporations, are at risk of imminent harm. Sections 280-285
provide for anyone to apprehend a child(ren) in imminent harm. Further, section 27 of the CCC
provides authorization to prevent the commission of a crime.

At the same time, municipalities have a mandate to provide child and family welfare services, an
umbrella which child protection services falls under. Child Welfare Committees must be formed,
in haste, within every municipality across Canada, in response to this outrageous criminal
breach of trust by Canada’s child protection agencies, a breach that is continuously condoned
and subsequently funded by the respective provincial governments, despite enormous,
historical public outcry.

It turns out that underneath the political facade, the shadow government is religiously
persecuting the people of Canada in the name of Yahweh, an alleged storm/war deity, contrary
to the inherent rights of the people of Canada to be free from state imposed religion or any sort
of religious persecution!.

Meanwhile the Masonic Shriners and Jesters in all of their malevolent benevolence, scam the
Canadian tax system while getting away with extremely criminal and immoral acts with a little
help from their brothers and sisters in the judiciary. These orders of alleged charity and ‘fun’
have already begun to bring the roof down on their fraternity and the Canadian judiciary by way
of their vile behaviors that will be realized by the populace soon enough.

The medical tyranny in Canada is over the top, the markets are about to crash and a food
shortage is looming. Speaking of food shortages, my father-in-law, Ron Everall, an incredibly
well-respected farmer, teacher and municipal councilor in Prince Edward County, predicted an
imminent food shortage approaching back in 2006. He went to great lengths to form a political
coalition in response.

Ron died just a few days before he was to see success with his initiative. To my knowledge, the
Prince Edward County municipal government dropped the ball on Ron’s initiative soon after his
death. It wasn’t long after Ron died that my husband, myself and our children were booted out
of the Everall family. I believe my mother-in-law, Mary Everall once served on the Police
Services Board. Isn’t it strange how so much of life is best viewed in hindsight?



At any rate, the corruption in Prince Edward county and the subsequent mismanagement of the
municipal government has become absolutely intolerable! The people like myself, who the
self-proclaimed elite have been attempting to push out of the community, will be forming a
coalition of our own and pushing back against corruption wherever and however is collectively
determined necessary.

While the vast majority of society may be cognitively dissonant to what’s occurring in plain sight
with the shadow government and the disparaging system of alleged nobility in Canada, there’s
still a minority of painfully conscious individuals who see it all and are extremely prepared to
respond to the tyranny in Canada at this point in time.

When Queen Elizabeth II’s death is announced, which could be anytime at this point, the final
move to take over Canada by the United States could actually become a reality. Whether
positive or negative, the Queen has provided a homeostasis to Canada that, in my opinion, will
drastically change the moment her death is realized. I urge the reader to learn more about
global corruption and how it affects Canada by visiting the Holisticus International website.

The system of nobility that the yahweh lovers built for themselves is the source of so much of
the devastating harm that is costing the people of canada their lives and liberties and its been
going on for far too long now! Despite any adversities set before me or the conscious minority
that I’m a part of, we will continue to expose the shadow governments that’s acting on the
covenants of Abrahamic religions and the whole resulting system of religious persecution and
political repression. In return, the individuals purporting that incredible tyranny will be arrested in
due time, through due process. I’ve never been more sure of anything in my entire life!
.

Respectfully said, if you’re not part of the solution in Canada, you’re quite likely a part of the
problem.

I would very much appreciate prompt and serious attention and a subsequent response to the
matters raised herein, although I don’t realistically expect such. At any rate, I'll thank you in
advance for your time and attention should my assumptions about a response prove incorrect.

Sincerely,
Brenda Everall
brendaeverall@gmail.com

P.S. I respectfully request that any and all communications between the addressees or their
personal and/or professional agents AND myself or my personal and/or professional agents to
be made solely in writing, communicated by Email, professional courier services or Canada Post
and NEVER in person or by telephone whether directly or indirectly.
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